


M1NTED is bringing together leading executives, founders, key
opinion leaders to spotlights the latest trends and evolutions of NFT. 

Over the 2 days, there will be fun activities, conferences, panels
discussions that allows the public to have a clearer understanding
on what is NFT and the endless possibilities  the world of NFT brings
into our everyday lives.. 

MINTED, WHERE YOUR 
NFT JOURNEY BEGINS.
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NFT conference with leading experts,
organizations in the industry and the

biggest artists in the NFT scene.

June 4 - 5 2022
KL PAC

 2600 Pax over 2 days.
30 Speakers

It’s open to everyone, whether you 
are a serious enthusiast or want to 

get into the world of NFTs.

NFT Activities that allow everyone to 
experience the future of NFTs and 
first-look into exciting upcoming NFT 
projects.

EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE
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A New Era of Local Artists Pt.I

NFT 101: Reimagining Digital Assets

Building a NFT Community

NFT: Halal or Haram

MINTED NFT ACTIVITIES

A New Era of Gaming

Guild Leaders Forum Discussion

The Road to NFT Gaming

Gamifying an Experience 

Crypto Gambling: The Next Booming

Industry?

Incorporating Collaboration, Shared

Ownership in NFT Music

Collaborative NFTs: Where art and Music

Intertwined

F*ck Spotify

Live Music NFT Ticketing

HALL A _ ART HALL B _ GAMING

DAY 1 _ SAT _ 4 JUNE 2022

HALL C _ MUSIC

MINTED NFT ACTIVITIES
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A New Era of Local Artists Pt. II

Traditional vs. NFT Art

Incorporating NFTs into Your Brand

Crypto 101:  Setting up A Wallet

Crypto 101:  Bridging & Buying 

Crypto 101: Custodial & Security

Crypto 101:  Flipping & Trading

Censorship and Community Governance

Pioneering Animation in The Metaverse

MINTED NFT ACTIVITIES

Building Under The Blue Pixel Sky

The Rise of The Metaverse

The Memoir of A MonstaX

Gameplay 

Catalog: NFT Music Marketplace

Decentralizing the Music Industry

Using NFTs to Revolutionize Fan Engagement

HALL A _ ART

DAY 2 _ SUN _ 5 JUNE 2022

HALL C _ MUSICHALL B _ GAMING



It has always been a challenge for artists to strive and compete with dominant players in
the world of art. Hence, we bring you some of today’s top NFT artists to share their
experiences and discovery with the untapped digital world. 

A NEW ERA OF
LOCAL ARTISTS

Traditional vs. NFT
Art

Art has always been a passion and timeless investment, but in the surge of the
digital world - Is it better to collect an NFT or preserve one’s artistic legacy in IRL?
We feature one leading art investor to share his insights, how to spot a real
valuable asset and how to get an NFT appraised. 

In this feature topic, we explore NFTs beyond than just the virtual asset but one of the key
components that makes it successful - The Community. 

Building a NFT
Community
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This session shares why NFTs are more than just a JPEG. 

Introduces the concept and features of non-fungible digital assets. Followed by its real-
life application, defi application, and other uses.

NFT 101: Reimagining
Digital Assets
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Traditional vs. NFT
Art

Art has always been a passion and timeless investment, but in the surge of the
digital world - Is it better to collect an NFT or preserve one’s artistic legacy in IRL?
We feature one leading art investor to share his insights, how to spot a real
valuable asset and how to get an NFT appraised. 

Features a topic discussion about the Fiqh of NFTs and the Shariah Compliant reviews of
investing and collection non-fungible digital assets. NFT: Halal or Haram



For the first part of the Crypto 101 mini series, get to know the basics in the web3 digital
currencies, choosing the right wallet to purchasing your very first tokens.

Crypto 101:  Setting
up A Wallet

Crypto 101:  Bridging
& Buying 

In the second installment of the Crypto 101 series, learn how to bridge assets from
one blockchain to another and insights into purchasing non-fungible assets.

Crypto 101: Custodial
& Security

Understand the different types of wallet and the best practices in securing it in the
third Crypto 101 mini series.
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In the final part of the Crypto 101 mini series,  Get insights on the best practices and tips in
NFT flipping and trading.

Crypto 101:  Flipping
& Trading

Censorship and
Community Governance

Features some of the top NFT Marketplace key leaders as they discuss solutions to
content moderations, democracy, and more!

Pioneering Animation
in The Metaverse

Get to know the team who pinned Malaysia into the web3 map by delivering the
first Southeast Asian 3D animated series using NFT.
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A New Era of
Gaming

NFT powered play to earn games are revolutionizing the gaming world. In this
session, get to know the future of gaming and upcoming titles you should look
out for.

Guild Leaders Forum
Discussion

In this session, we bring some of the region’s top guild to share their insights and tips on
how to get onboarded as a scholar, manager, and more. 

The Road to NFT
Gaming

Features 3 NFTs artists that you should look out for who have successfully built their
community and are on their way to launch.
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Gamifying an
Experience 

Get to know how an RPG game successfully delivered a gamified alternative to
traditional loans, savings, and more!

Crypto Gambling:
The Next Booming
Industry?

Join this hot topic and discover if blockchain powered casinos could be the future of
gambling or a short term trend.

Get to know the virtual lands that the next-generation real estate investors are
leaning towards, its utilities, and the possibilities you can build in the metaverse. 

Building Under The Blue
Pixel Sky
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The Rise of The
Metaverse

We bring in one of the pioneer metaverse architects to share how a network of
digital worlds can free us from the physical world and potentially lead to a rapid
expansion of the global economy.

The Memoir of A
MonstaX

In this special feature, learn how a guild once dominated the NFT gaming space and its
lessons to carry on.
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Incorporating
Collaboration, Shared
Ownership in NFT Music

Get to know the new two exciting platforms that aim to change the music space
by enabling enthusiasts to create, collect, and support their favorite movements.

Collaborative NFTs:
Where art and Music
Intertwined

Feature how collaborations between artists and musicians bring forth new sounds and
grow further.

F*ck Spotify Get to know how music platforms in web3 are solving the music rights, royalties, and
ownerships that today’s artists face in the music industry.
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Live Music NFT
Ticketing

Features an exciting speaker who is no stranger in the live music scene to share
his insights on how to enhance the fan experience with NFTs.

Catalog: NFT Music
Marketplace

As the NFT Art Marketplaces waves in the web3, get to know platforms where music
artists create their NFTs while enabling fans to support and collect.

Decentralising the
Music Industry

Get to know how blockchain-powered music platforms revolutionize the music scene by
tackling centralization and inequitable revenue distribution.
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Using NFTs to
Revolutionize Fan
Engagement

Highlights how crypto offers fans  the opportunity to lock arms with music
artists to build their digital economy and potentially earn together. 



MINTED NFT 
TUNNEL.

MINTED NFT 
HISTORY MUSEUM.

MINTED SPONSOR 
ACTIVATION BOOTHS.

ARTIST BOOTH GET MINTED 
WORKSHOP.
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MINTED NFT ACTIVITY
EXPERIENCES



MINTED 
NFT TUNNEL
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MINTED NFT
HISTORY MUSEUM
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ARTIST BOOTH
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MINTED SPONSOR
ACTIVATION BOOTHS
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KL PAC (Conference Venue)

Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts Centre is located in Sentul Park. This
place is a fully-integrated arts center in Malaysia where that host
multiple shows and performances. It is a non-profit venue, where all
profits are channeled back to the local art community 

Tiffin At The Yard

Tiffin At The Yard is an open-ended venue located at Sentul Depot.
This place is a multi-layered culinary platform that was formed in
2016 in response to Malaysians' unrivaled passion for food and drink
and serves delicious food and nice ambience.

VENUE.
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Kuala Lumpur
Performance Art

Centre
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ART HALL

Explore the evolution of NFT and its untold stories.
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MUSIC HALL

Listen to how NFTs are making waves and
powering up the music industry.
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GAMING HALL

Level up your knowledge on how NFT plays a
massive role in the new era of gaming.
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TIFFIN AT THE
YARD
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M1NTED Asia is now the fastest-growing
community in Malaysia, with over 11,000 followers
in 4 months. 

Our goal is to create a non-biased platform that
showcases all the local NFT Projects and be the
platform for the NFT Community to connect. 

We have interviews with local artists, updates on
news, and exciting collaborations with local artists
in our community.
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M1NTED

Conference

M1NTED is bringing together leading executives, founders, key opinion leaders to spotlights the
latest trends and evolutions of NFT.

Activities Community



The Livescape Group is a creative experience & business incu- 
bator based in South-East-Asia. We work with family funds, 

angel & private investors to create independent return-driven 
startups that want to advance the future with us.
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WHITE PONY IS THE AGENCY ALTERNATIVE
THAT SPARKS COMPELLING EMOTIONS BETWEEN BRANDS
AND THEIR CUSTOMERS VIA
CONSUMER ANALYTICS.
RADICAL IDEAS.

WE GROW BRANDS FOR BRANDS.

White Pony is the creative agency arm of the Livescape Group.
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Contact us

Name         : 
Email          : 
Phone No. :

William Tan 
william@livescape.asia
+60 13-4883163 

Name         : 
Email          : 
Phone No. :

Helen Kunisha
helen@all-access.io 
+60 16-946 6147

@M1ntedAsia www.m1nted.asia




